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AbSlracl- Wind turbine condition monitoring (CVI) i an 
area of research which has been receiving 11 large amount 
of attention in the recent years. This has been innuenced 
mainly by the recent uptake of wind farms being installed 
around the country. Operational and maintenance 
experti e in the area of wind turbine CM is therefore seen 
to be of growing importance but is yet to be well 
establisbed in the industry due to its unverified economic 
benefits. Tbe majority of the research which can be found 
in the literature has been based on simulation or test rig 
data, often due to the lack of availability of extensive 
historical data sets containing 'interesting' event, a' well 
as the difficulties associated in gaining access to such data, 
due to its commercially sensitive nature. It ran not be 
readily claimed, nor shown that laboratory based testing 
or simulations actually renect real turbine operation, due 
to scaling, control and dyna mic consideration', In order 
that different pattern of machine deterioration can be 
determined and detected in their incipient stages, precise 
high resolution data, of existing monitored parameters, 
should be sampled at frequencies higher tban that is 
typically available in the integrated CADA systems 
installed in most modern turbines today, This paper 
reports the design of a data acquisition platform which 
will be mounted on a 660kW VESTAS V47 wind turbine. 
Details of the monitoring equipment used, the installation 
requirements a well as the system architecture will be 
presented and discussed. 

I/ldex Terms-Data Acquisition system, Wind lurbine, 
Condition :\'Ionitoring. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wind turbines have increased in scale and capacity over the 
recent years as the demand for wind lanns incrcascs with 
farms being installed all around the country [I J.An increase in 
the capacity ora wind turbine will result in a greater financial 
impact with regards to its manufacturing costs, as well as any 
experienced downtime due to the resulting increased dl'Op in 
energy generation per turbine that experience failures It is 
therefore imperative for wind farm operators to optimize the 
operation of their machines in order to achieve their overall 
profit objectives. With respect to the constant advanccs in 
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wind turbine technology. there has been significantly much 
Icss focus and research into the development of monitoring 
technologies that can be found in the literature. Most modern 
turbines utili7,e the integrated CM systems that are installed 
during their manufacture. These systems provide averaged 
measurands for a variety of monitored parameters. Extracting 
information from this a craged SCAIJA data is often difficult 
due to the limited set of parameters monitored and the low 
resolution nature of the data. The purpose of this research is 
to develop an advanced high resolution, increased parameter 
eM system [2] to explore the advantages that it offers over 
the on board integrated CM systems installed on the turbine. 
Opel'ators currently do not utilize the output of these 
integrated S ~ADA systems mainly due to the overwhelming 
volume of data \,vhich requires tedious and timely processing 
and also the fact that understanding and interpreting this data 
is not a straight forward process. While it may be argued that 
a high resolution eM system will inevitably result in higher 
volumes of data. processing of the data would ideally be an 
automated process. By haY ing access to more parameters 
sampled at a high frequency_ the ability to extract more 
detailed condition assessment information inherent within the 
data is possible and can be explored through the use of the 
system developed for the purpose of this research. 

In order to develop a reliable condition monitoring system 
detailed analysis of real data recorded fi'om an operating wind 
turbine has to be carried out. This paper will present details of 
a data acquisition (DAQ) platform for acquiring the raw data 
suitable for such an:.Jlysis. 

If. [NSTALLA nON SAFETY REQ lREME ITS 

The design of the DAQ platform must con form to a number 
of requirements in order to be approved for installation by the 
industrial project partner. The platfotm will be installed on an 
operational 66UK W VESTAS V47 wind turbine. 

hc first and foremost requirement implicates that the design 
must adhere to the strict operational and safety requirements 
in place at the wind farm site. The installation of the DAQ 
platform cannot :.JITect the normal operation or the turbine in 
any way while also ensuring that it poses no threat to 
maintenance engineers once installed. The syslt:m design 
must be free from electrical connections between devices 



installed at the top of the turbine in the nacelle and the bottom 
of the tower in order to remove any possibility of electrical 
noise intcrfering with the current integmted eM system 
signals. Any direct connections to the control lei' must feature 
an electrical isolation barrier again to prohibit electrical noise. 
The system must also be operational in terms of control and 
data collection from the bottom of the turbine without the 
need for interrupting the operation of the turbine. "Vith 
regards to the installation of the system. it is necessary fOI" the 
engineers to have completed recognized wind turbine 
climbing [3J and tirst aid cOLll'ses [4]. in order to be familiar 
with safe access. evacuation and rescue pmcedures. Risk 
assessment and method statement documcnts must also be 
prepared and accepted by the wind farm operators before the 
installation commences. 

fIf. MONITORED PARAi\,IETERS 

There are a large number of parameters which can be 
monitored in a wind turbine. The CM system designcd for 
this piece of research will monitor the main internal 
components whose mechanical health is c6tical for successrul 
operation. By monitoring these components a bettel' pictul'e of 
the current state of the turbines' mechanical health can be 
cstablished. In this way a more robust M system can be 
developed leading to the possibility of accurately detecting 
problems in their incipient stages before they manifest into 
more serious failures causing undesirable downtime. This will 
allow for optimized vV'ind fall11 operation where maintenance 
operations can be scheduled accordingly to maximize vv ind 
farm output. Thc data acquisition cards utilized for the system 
are limited to a single sampling rate across all channels. 
Therefore the chosen parameters for monitoring are divided 
into two groups which will be sampled at two diffcrent 
sampling rates. a low speed rate of 50Hz and a high speed of 
20 kHz. The monitored parameters are acquired through the 
high speed and low speed DAQ devices connected through 
the PCI and USB inteli"aces of the computer respectively. Not 
all of the monitorcd parameters are recorded thmugh the 
DAQ devices but arc connected thwugh other intcrfaces such 
as the USB port as well as the sel'ial port of the Pc. The Iist of 
sensors and the parameters they monitor. as well as their 
respective sampling rates are enclosed in Tablc f. 

TABLE I 
LIST OF SfONSORS AND PARAMETERS MONITORED BY eM 

SYSTEM 

Parameter 
Sampling 

Rate 

~emperature. gear bearing 50Hz 

Temperature. generator 50Hz 

Extcrnal Air Tempcrature, )Ollz 

~emperature Nacelle 150Hz 

I'emperature gear oi I SOliz 

{otor speed (I lall effect gear tooth sensors) )OHz 

Generator speed (Hall effect gear tooth 50Hz 

sensors) 

Pitch position (I incar actuator) lSOHz 

Atmospheric Pressurc (Barometric sensor) 50Hz 

Humidity (Sensor P14 SMD) lSOI Iz 

Wind speed (nacelle mounted wind 
anemometer) 

50Hz 

Wind direction (wind vane) lSOHz 

Yaw direction (Digital compass) 811z 

Structural Vibration - XY 1Hz 

7 Hansford vibration sensors 120kHz 

3 Phase Currents 120kHz 

3 Phasc Vo[t"ges ?OkHz 

The seven Hansford vibration sensors wi II be positioned to 
monitor a numher of components as shown in figure 1. The 
vibration levels will be recorded at a sampling rate of20 kHz 
for the generator. gcarbox as well as main bearing in both the 
axial and radial axes. In mder to conform to the industl"ia[ 
partner's requirements and avoid interference or 
modifications with existing systems and components. the 
sensors wil] be mounted with adhesive fixings instead of 
screvved fixings. 
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Figure I Vibration sensor layout 

IV. CONDITIO MONITORING SYSTrcM DESIGN
 
OVERVIEW
 

The system. as can be seen from figure 2. is composed of two 
PCs. PC I and PC 2 situated at the top of turbine in the 
nacelle and at the bottom of the tower respectively. PC 1 is 
responsible for the data acquisition process. It will collate the 
data through sensors connected to it through a number of 
interfaces. The majority of the sensors are connected through 
two DAQ devices that have a different maximum sampling 
ratc and are connccted through the USB port (Low speed 
50Hz DAQ) and the PCI port (High speed 20 kHz DAQ). The 
parameters listed in table I at 50Hz and 20 K[[z sampling 
rates are connected through the appropriate l)A() device 
according to the specified sampling rate. The digital compass 
and the structural vibration sensors are the exceptions and are 
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Figure 2' Data Acquisition Platfonn Layout 
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development of interface circuits that can scale the output of 
the sensors to a common scale that is compatible with each 
OAQ device. The interfaces used with each sensm al'e 
designcd to al]ow the outputs to fall within the range of±5V 
for compatibility with the DAQ device, 

Thc computer situated in the nacelle (pC I) is connected to 
PC:2 at the botlom of the turbine via a high speed ICjB/s fiber 
optic cable which satisfies the essential electrical isolation 
between the two systems (top and bottom) and the desired 
high speed data transfer rate, PC 2 is primarily responsible for 
data storage acquired all the sensors via PC I. 1l is connected 
to a 1.51"8 high capacity hard drive via a IGB/s Ethernet 
UTP link. 'fhe fiber optic connection between the top and 
bottom PCs acts as one network while the hard drive 
connectcd via Ethernet to the bottom PC acts as another, In 
this way the top PC can directly access the external hard drive 
via a bridged net\l-ork 'bridging' the two netwmks together. 
Thc data acquired via the sensors on PC I can therefore be 
transferred and directly stored on the high capacity hard dl'ive 
allowing for easy data collection and hot swapping of drives 
once they are full to take place conveniently at the bottom of 
theo turbine without intelTupting turbine operation. 

The network betvveen PC 1 and PC 2 also allows for I'emote 
control of the data acquisition software necessary for data 
capture. By utilizing the remote desktop feature of the 
windows Xl" operating system, direct control of the top PC I 
can be made through the bottom PC 2, therefore allowing any 
necessary changes to the system software or administrative 
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I"gure 3. DAQ Software Architecture 
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The t\l-O DAQ devices are limited in the sense that each modifications to be made conveniently from the bottom of the 
channel cannot be set individually and must use the same turbine also. This is necessary as once the system is installed 
input settings, Therefore a numbel' of the seonsors I'equire the in the turbine. climbing the turbine wil] be subject to gaining 
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authorization from maintenance teams which will restrict 
access to a minimum. 

V DATA ACQUISITIIO SOFTWARE
 
ARCHITECTURE
 

The software responsi ble for acquiring the data streams via 
the D . Q devices is written and developed using LASVIEW 
version 8.5 The system is built arounu one main timing loop 
which controls the start and end time of data acquisition 
across all DAQ devices connected to the Pc. This 
alTangement is depicted in figure 3. 

In this way, the pmgram can accommodate new [) Q devices 
if they are decided to be added at a latcr stage which can also 
be triggered and stopped through the main timing loop. The 
data acquisition process foJJolVs the steps depicted in the tlow 
chart shown in figure 4. When the program is executed. the 
user interface (shown in figure 5) allows the user to configure 
the number of channels to be used per DAQ device as \Veil as 
the desired sampling rate. This allows the program to 
accommodate varying sizes of storage space. The user also 
specifies the dc,.ired start time and end time to begin the data 
acquisition cycle. MYSQL tables fS] are automatically 
created for each DAQ device ready for dala input before 
acqu isi tion starts. 

In order to speed up the writing or data to the MYSQI, tables. 
the data is bu Cfered and written to a sequence of 2GB le"t 
files (Maximum text file size in windo\\s [6]) in separate 
temporary folders which are created on the 

computer's local hard drive. Data acqulsltlOn can then be 
perfol'med simultaneously from the DAQ devices. without the 
slovv'uown of writing each individual sample to its appropriate 
MYSQL table. The optimal format for storing large volumes 
of data is using the Mylsam MYSQL tables. While directly 
inserting data li'om the LABVIEW program into the MYSQL 
database using the LASSQ!. 11'1 (which is required to 
interface LABVIEW with MYSQL) would havc been a more 
convenient appmach. this only works well with low sampling 
!"atcs where the data can be sent as indiv idual samples. As the 
sensors are sampled at high sampling rates (20kHz) the 
stl'eam of data must be bu.lTered first being sent to temporary 
memory. and once the processor is free to deal with the 
requ\;st (usually a period of I second) the buffered data 
(around 20000 samples) is moved to the storage destination. 
I3uffCrcd data however cannot be dlrectly input into MYSQL 
using LABSQL. The intermediate step of writing the data to 
temporary text tiles and then inserting them sequentially into 
the MYSQI, tablt:'s resolves this issue. Once the copying 
procedure is complete the temporary tex( lilcs are deleted to 
save space. The data which is now in the torm of MYSQL 
tables can then be transmitted to the Ethernet high capacity 
hard drive connected to PC 2. This process then repeats 
where the program will sit idle waiting for the timing loop to 
trigger once again where a new table is cl'eated for each day. 

The user interface for the program is shown in tigure 5. The 
interface allows the user to make a number of changes which 
allow for data acquisition from more sensol's should this be 
required. The controls are kept basic for ease of use as most 
of the functionality is automated and run behind the scenes 
hidden fl'Om the user to keep things simple. The user has 
\;ontrol over selecting the number of channels required. the 
corresponding channels on the DAQ device and the sampling 
rate. When setting up the MYSQL tables for the database, thc 
required data precision can be selected for the acquired data. 
The current status section to the lower half of the interface 
shows the number of scans written giving an indication of 
that the system is operational as well as the current table 
name the data is being written to. 
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The current configuration of the data acquISItion system 
comprises of 13 high speed channels using 20 kllz and 12 
low speed channels at 50Hz and one: channel at 8Hz through 
the serial port. After te:sting, in total one days worth of data 
acquisition from the hours 0 I :00 to 23:00 at these sampling 
rates was found to amount to roughl) 40GB. Over the IGbps 
optical fiber link with a transfer speed of 7.2GI3/min the 2 
hour gap provides sufficient time to transfer the collected 
data. 

VI. CONCL SIGN 

The D/\C) system developed meets all of the requirements 
posed for the CM of a wind tUl·hine. The design choices made 
also allow all of the performance and safety requirements 
requested by the industrial partner to be fuliilletl. Initial 
system lab tests shoy\· that the DAQ systcm is both simple and 
robust in its operation where the system successfully carried 
out a 2 week test. error free. The sy tem is also capable of 
I'econfiguration allowing for future changes that rna) be 
required such as the addition or removal of certain sensors. 
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